Children’s Activity: The Single-Page Book
Target Grade Level: K-5

Materials Needed: Single-Page Book Template, printed on 8.5” x 11” paper
Scissors

Instructions:

1. Fold the sheet of paper in half lengthwise.

2. Fold in half again, at 90° to first fold.

3. Fold in half one more time, parallel to second fold.

4. Unfold and open full sheet.

5. Carefully cut from A to B along the dotted line. (It helps to fold in half widthwise and cut from the center).

(continued on other side)
6. Re-fold all folds in the opposite direction.

7. Open full sheet and place on table.

8. Make a tent around the slit.

9. Keeping the tent open, fold in half lengthwise. Make sure the blank side is on the inside (grey in diagram) and the printed side is showing (white in diagram).

10. Push the two ends toward each other, forcing tented sections out.

11. Fold first and last pages around the tented pages to make a booklet.